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A B S T R A C T

Biopolymer-based composition with adding of conductive polymer poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly-
styrenesulfonate (PEDOT PSS) was made by mixing of iota-carrageenan (CRG), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and
PEDOT PSS followed by freezing/thawing cycles. The method is environmentally friendly and based on the
formation of polymer matrix upon of mixing CRG, PVA and PEDOT PSS and formation of porous physical gel due
to freezing/thawing cycles. It is necessary to mention that all components are well-known as biocompatible
materials. The resulting material is stable in water and also has swelling capability both in distilled water and
physiological solutions. Structure of material was characterized by means of X-ray diffraction, optical and electron
microscopy. Electrophysical investigations also were performed. The conductivity of the gel immersed in distilled
water is comparable with the dry gel value and close to 0.01 [S/cm].
1. Introduction

Electroconductive hydrogels are three-dimensional water-swollen
networks of cross-linked polymer chains that possess a combination of
unique properties: high electrical conductivity due to comprising of a
conductive electroactive polymer [1, 2, 3, 4]; transmittance, [5, 6];
biocompatibility [7, 8]; swelling capacity [9]; a high degree of hydration
[10].

The resistivity of electroconductive gels is comparable to observable
one in some metals and inorganic semiconductors. Even though these
hybrid materials have sufficiently high conductivity they simultaneously
retain the mechanical properties of the polymer matrix such as flexibility
and strength.

To prepare electroconductive hydrogels the family of highly conju-
gated polymers as polypyrrole, polyaniline and polythiophene are often
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used [11, 12, 15]. Several research works are focused on polyaniline
hydrogels development [13, 14]. The combination of polyaniline with
nanocellulose gives a possibility to develop elastomer material with
promising electrochemical capabilities [13]. Polypyrrole also can be a
part of very interesting hydrogels that are very promising for future ap-
plications [15]. For example, the possibility to make self-healing elec-
troconductive nanocellulose-mediated materials with polypyrrole is
already demonstrated [16]. The derivative of polythiophene – poly-(3,
4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) – appears to be attractive because
of its high conductivity and also its exceptional electrochemical stability
in its oxidized state [12, 17]. Moreover, this polymer demonstrates good
biocompatibility [18, 19]. PEDOT is known to be an water-insoluble
polymer, however, supplementation of polyelectrolyte, poly-
styrenesulfonate (PSS), to PEDOT makes the complex of PEDOT:PSS
water-soluble and significantly enhances its stability [15, 17].
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PEDOT:PSS based hydrogels can be utilized as electrodes in biofuel
cells [20] and biosensors [21, 22], also in optoelectronics where
PEDOT:PSS has established itself as the most efficient electroconductive
polymer [23, 24], in optogenetics in view of the good cytocompatibility
with the neurons [25], in neuroprosthetics where e.g. authors [18] pre-
sented the possibility of controlling the behavior of cells bio-
electrochemically on the implantable electrodes.

Herein we elaborate a method of producing a three-component
hydrogel based on electrically conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS, the
polysaccharide iota-carrageenan (CRG) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). We
selected CRG due to its high swelling capacity and easy gel-forming [26,
27, 28, 32, 36]. Besides, CRG with its significant number of functional
groups is capable to application-driven tailoring of the microstructure of
hydrogels [27]. PVA gives the possibility to impart mechanical strength
and stability to the hydrogel [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35]. It is necessary to
mention that, today PVA is one of most actively used components for
hydrogels [37, 38]. The different variants of PVA-based hydrogels with
CRG [35, 36], cellulose [39, 40] and other component including
conductive polymers are described [15, 37].

PEDOT:PSS, CRG and PVA are considered as non-toxic and biocom-
patible components [29, 30, 31, 34]. In the process of synthesis, we
carried out a physical method, namely "freezing-thawing", that allows
avoiding the use of cross-linking agents and other toxic substances [15].
This method is widely using for environmentally friendly and in some
cases biocompatible hydrogels synthesis [15, 36]. "Freezing-thawing"
was already successfully applied for synthesis of CRG-PVA hydrogels in
our previous work [35] and in the study of Hosseinzadeh et al. [36]. In
paper [35] was demonstrated the possibility of iota-CRG-PVA hydrogel to
carry photocatalytic nanoparticles thus this system can be promising as a
basis for new functional hydrogels.

2. Methods

2.1. Materials

Next materials were used: PEDOT:PSS (1.3wt % dispersion in H2O,
Sigma-Aldrich), iota-CRG from Special Ingredients (Great Britain) and
PVA from Avilon-Kompani Khim (122000 g/mol, Russia) without further
Fig. 1. A schematic view of hydrogel preparation. CRG – iota-carrageenan;
polystyrenesulfonate.
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purification.

2.2. Preparation of hydrogel

Hydrogel preparation starts from CRG and PVA dissolving in distilled
water in equal volume in the separate flasks at the temperature of 70�С.
The concentrations of both reagents were the same and equal to 1.3 wt%.
After dissolving processes CRG and PVA solutions are mixed with each
over. Next, the chosen amount of PEDOT:PSS (1.3 wt%) was added in the
mixture. Resulting solution contains PEDOT:PSS, CRG and PVA was
steered for 3 h with rotation frequency equal to 500–550 rpm. Biosan
MSH-300i magnetic stirrer was used for this process. During steering,
temperature stays constant and equal to 70�С. After this process, the
reaction flask is cooling down to the room temperature. Next four
freezing/thawing cycles were provided. The length of each cycle was 24
h. The freezing temperature was equal to -12�С and the thawing tem-
perature was equal to þ25�С. After four cycles hydrogels were dried at
temperature equal to 40�С until constant weight.

A schematic view of hydrogel preparation is presented in Fig. 1.
Received material can be swelled in different water solutions to receive
hydrogels. The preparation method was designed based on the research
[35].

There are five hydrogels was prepared with ratio of PEDOT:PSS, CRG,
and PVA 1:1:1; 2:1:1; 3:1:1; 4:1:1 and 5:1:1.

2.3. X-ray diffraction

Diffraction patterns of PEDOT:PSS, CRG, PVA and received hydrogels
in the dried forms were obtained at the BELOK beamline of the Kurchatov
Synchrotron Radiation Source (NRC “Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow). The
storage ring “Siberia-2” operated with the next conditions: electron en-
ergy of 2.5 GeV and electron current stored of about 100 mA. Mono-
chromated by using a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator the photon
beam was doubly focused on the sample position by the sagittally bent
second crystal of the monochromator and total-reflection multi-
segmented mirror. Diffraction data were acquired using a Rayonix SX-
165 2D CCD-detector (2048х2048 pixels, 79 μm pixel size) at λ ¼
0.09699 nm, sample-to-detector distance of 80 mm and exposure time of
PVA – polyvinyl alcohol; PEDOT:PSS - poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)



Fig. 2. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the hydrogels (λ ¼ 0.9699 Å).
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300 s per frame with two-pass Multi-Read option to reduce random
background. Dried samples were measured as self-supporting films
(PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA, PEDOT:PSS, CRG, PVA samples) under the
ambient conditions. The 2D images were integrated into standard I(2θ)
format using the Fit2D code [41].

2.4. Swelling study

For determination of swelling capacity in dependence on time, the
weighted amount of dry sample of material was placed into 10 ml of
aqueous solution (distilled water or 0.15M NaCl solution, depending on
experiment type). Each 5 min sample removing from aqueous solution
and blotted with filter paper for surface water removing. Next sample
weighed by using analytical weighing machine. Such the swelling/
weighting steps were repeated with a constant time interval of 5 min.
Experiments stopped then three consecutive measurements would
remain equal to each over with the accuracy of 0.003 g.

The degree of swelling was calculated by the next equation [35]:

αðtiÞ¼ ðmðtiÞ �m0Þ
m0

*100% ; (1)

Where m0 – is the mass of the initial (dry) sample in g; αðtiÞ - degree of
swelling %; ti - every given moment of time; mðtiÞ – mass of wet sample
on the ti moment of time in g.

2.5. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Thermal analysis was performed by using TGA (PerkinElmer, Pyris 1
Thermogravimetric Analyzer). The apparatus was continually flushed
with nitrogen (100 ml/min). Measurements were implemented in the
temperature range from 30 �C to 700 �C, at a heating rate of 10 �C/min.

2.6. Electrophysical and electrochemical analysis

A Keithley 4200 SCM station was used to characterize the resistivity
of the gel samples both in dry state. Sheet resistance measurements were
carried out in a standard aligned equidistance four-probe and van der
Pauw setup. The gel samples with 20� 20 mm2

film areas were prepared
for each ratio of PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA. Also, this system was used for gel
behavior observation during swelling/drying.

The swelled hydrogels electrochemical characterization was carried
out based on the three-electrode system with Ag/AgCl as a reference
electrode. Measurements were provided by using potentiostat-
galvanostat Autolab PGSTAT 302N. Current-voltage characteristics
(CV) were performed in a potential range of -0,3–0,8 V vs. Ag/AgCl
reference electrode under a sweep rate of 20–100 mV/s. For conductivity
testing of swelled hydrogel – tested material was placed on two gold
electrodes.

2.7. Microscopy of samples

The porous structure of hydrogels was observed with an optical mi-
croscope Carl Zeiss Axio Imager M2m in transmission mode.

Hydrogel morphology was studied in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) Versa 3D DualBeam (FEI, USA) in environmental SEM (ESEM)
mode. The images were obtained with the gaseous secondary electron
detector (GSED) with accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a current of 60
pA. The samples were placed on the Peltier stage, which was precooled to
3 �C. During the experiment, the humidity in the vacuum chamber was
consistently decreased from 100% to 60% to reveal the microstructure of
the samples.

3. Results and discussion

The presented in Fig. 1 general scheme showing a method of
3

preparation of material by mixing iota-carrageenan, polyvinyl alcohol
and PEDOT:PSS solutions followed by alternating freezing and thawing
cycles. The received material next can be swelled in water to receive
hydrogels, thus it makes possible to prepare those hydrogels in water
solutions with different ionic strength for different possible applications.

Enhancement of PEDOT:PSS content was focused on the maximiza-
tion of the electrical conductivity of hydrogel. But the hydrogel with
highest PEDOT:PSS content (ratio of PEDOT:PSS, CRG, and PVA - 5:1:1)
became highly unstable during swelling. This gel degraded after 5 min
both in neat solution and in physiological solution. This effect caused by
a low concentration of PEDOT:PSS in the initial solution that leads to an
increase of water content in the mixing stage of hydrogel preparation (see
Fig. 1) that in its turn leads to the decreasing of resulting stability of
hydrogel. This observation is in correlation with results, presented in
[38] concerning PVA hydrogels. Thus, in further research we do not
consider hydrogel with a ratio of PEDOT:PSS, CRG, and PVA - 5:1:1.

3.1. X-ray diffraction

All hydrogels under study are non-crystalline exhibiting only strongly
broadened halos in their diffraction patterns. Nevertheless, the different
components are characterized by diffraction features located at different
scattering angles, which are preserved in multi-component composites.
More specifically, PEDOT:PSS reveals a triangular-shaped maximum at
ca. 3.3 deg clearly distinguishable for all composites. PVA is most ordered
among polymers under investigation in comparison with CRG and
PEDOT:PSS. PVA diffraction pattern reveals three broad peaks at ca.
12.3, 14.0, and 25.4 deg. These peaks progressively diminish in intensity
as the PVA fraction in the all PEDOT:PSS CRG PVA composites decrease
(see Fig. 2). The diminishing of PVA peaks correlated with increasing of
PEDOT:PSS content in the gels. Also increasing of PEDOT:PSS peak at ca.
3.3 deg is observed in correlation with increasing of its content in gels.
This means that composite gel formed via PVA crystalline regions.

3.2. Swelling study

The swelling curves for the PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogels with
different concentrations of PEDOT:PSS for a physiological solution
(0,15M NaCl) are demonstrated in Fig. 3. We found that all the hydrogels
are stable regardless of the concentration of the PEDOT:PSS.



Fig. 3. Swelling behavior of PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogels with different concentrations of PEDOT:PSS in physiological solution (0.15 M NaCl solution).

Fig. 4. Swelling behavior of the PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogels with different concentrations of PEDOT:PSS in a neat water solution.
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The degrees of swelling for the hydrogels are: PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA
(with ratio of reagents 1:1:1) – 1000 � 7%; PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA
(with ratio of reagents 2:1:1) – 430 � 3%; PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA (with
ratio of reagents 3:1:1) – 305 � 8%; PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA (with ratio of
reagents 4:1:1) – 330 � 7%. Those degrees were observed at the time
longer than 100 min for 0.15 M NaCl solution.

The data shows the increase of PEDOT:PSS concentration decreases of
swelling degree of samples in physiological solution because of the
complex formation of i-CRG sulphate groups and PEDOT. One can notice
that further increase of PEDOT:PSS concentration leads to a slight in-
crease of swelling degree because of lower concentration of PVA (the
main gel-forming polymer in this system) after initial mixing (see Fig. 1).

The swelling curves for the PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogels with
different concentrations of PEDOT:PSS for a neat water solution are
demonstrated in Fig. 4. The first sample with low concentration of
PEDOT:PSS is unstable and begins to degrade after 10 min because of the
4

scarcity of sodium ions concentration for CRG molecules complex for-
mation. This sample is starting to degrade in water and after 25 min
lounging into smaller pieces. On the contrary hydrogels with higher
PEDOT content are quite stable due to CRG- PEDOT:PSS complex for-
mation. The degrees of swelling for the hydrogels are: PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA (with ratio of reagents 2:1:1) – 510 � 10%; PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA
(with ratio of reagents 3:1:1) – 510 � 10%; PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA
(with ratio of reagents 4:1:1) – 835 � 5%. Those degrees were
observed at the time longer than 80 min. Because of aggregation of
carrageenan macromolecules in the presence of sodium ions [42] the
swelling degree of PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA gels in physiological solution
lower than in water. And again as in physiological solution increase of
PEDOT:PSS concentration from PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA (with ratio of re-
agents 3:1:1) to PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA (with ratio of reagents 4:1:1) leads
to increase of swelling degree because of lower concentration of PVA. In
this case one can observe a stronger effect because the gels are quite week



Fig. 5. The microscopic image (transmission mode) of the PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA hydrogel (with ratio of reagents 4:1:1) before swelling (a) and after
swelling (b).

Fig. 6. ESEM image of PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogel (with ratio of reagents
4:1:1) with different humidity – a) 60% and b) equal to 100%.
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in water media. Further increase of PEDOT:PSS ratio (PEDOT:PSS, CRG,
and PVA - 5:1:1) causes instability of the gel as it was mentioned above.

We are interested in the experiment which carried out in a physio-
logical solution (0.15 M NaCl solution) because further research in the
future will be focused on applications related to applications in biological
systems.
3.3. Microscopy of samples

The main driving force of gel formation in PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA so-
lutions is aggregation of PVA molecules upon separation of polymer
phase during crystallization of water. So after thawing PVA will form a
gel with a filled by water pores. The structure of hydrogels was observed
using optical and electron microscopy before (see Fig. 5a) and after (see
Figs. 5b, 6) equilibrium swelling in a neat water solution. Optical mi-
croscopy images show a porous structure of the hydrogel. Characteristic
pore diameter can be estimated from 5 to 20 μm for hydrogels before
swelling due to pore shrinkage under water evaporation and from 50 to
70 μm after swelling of dried gel. Results of ESEM study presented in
Fig. 6 shows the absence of microphase separation of PEDOT:PSS, CRG,
and PVA.
5

3.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

TGA was used to understand the thermal stability of the hydrogels.
Reducing the mass of all the samples in the first stage (5–10 %) can be
explained by the presence of the remaining moisture. Then, primarily
CRG starts to decompose abruptly at 175 �C, and the increase of tem-
perature up to 700 �C leads to lose the mass to 40%. PVA and PEDOT:PSS
begins to decompose at 230 �C and 300 �C, respectively. The most
thermally stable sample among the hydrogels is the first with the ratio of
reagents 1:1:1, which has a decomposition temperature of 230 �C and
mass loss of 55% at the 700 �C. Hydrogels PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA with
ratios 2:1:1 3:1:1 and 4:1:1 have a lower decomposition temperature
(180 �C, 177 �C and 170 �C), mass losses of 50%, 52% and 55%,
respectively, at the ultimate temperature. The curves for initial reagents
CRG, PVA, PEDOT:PSS and their based hydrogels PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA
with different ratios of reagents 1:1:1, and 4:1:1, are presented in Fig. 7.

It can be concluded that with the increment of electroconductive
PEDOT:PSS concentration in hydrogels thermal stability of three-based
hydrogels PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA decreases (1:1:1–230 �C, 2:1:1–180
�C, 3:1:1–177 �C, 4:1:1–170 �C). However, if we consider these hydrogels
as implantable materials in the future, all three gels with different ratios
are undoubtedly suitable for experiments.



Fig. 7. TGA curves: a) pure CRG; b) pure PVA; c) pure PEDOT:PSS; d) and e) PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA hydrogels with the different ratios of reagents - 1:1:1, and 4:1:1,
respectively.

Table 1
Resistivity of dry samples.

Material Specific resistivity kOhm/sq

PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA 1:1:1 57–102
PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA 2:1:1 31–58
PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA 3:1:1 22–46
PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA 4:1:1 15–30

Table 2
Resistivity of swelled hydrogel.

Material Specific resistivity in neat
water kOhm/sq

Specific resistivity in
physiological solution kOhm/sq

PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA 1:1:1

- 252–348

PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA 2:1:1

117–202 59–88

PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA 3:1:1

96–174 47–71

PEDOT:PSS-CRG-
PVA 4:1:1

83–152 32–64

P.M. Gotovtsev et al. Heliyon 5 (2019) e02498
3.5. Electrophysical and electrochemical analysis

Film resistivity was examined at several points on a 20� 20 mm2
film

areas for four samples with different PEDOT:PSS content. Table 1 is
showing the results of dry gels resistivity. The differences in resistivity
6



Fig. 8. a) Current-Voltage characteristic of hydrogel during swelling in standard measurement geometry with aligned equidistance placed four probes. Voltage U1 on
the first probe varied in the range from -0.9 to þ0.9V, the 4th probe was grounded. b) Current-Voltage characteristic of Voltage U23 ¼ U2–U3 between probes 2 and 3
of hydrogel during swelling.
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number for each sample is most probably caused by the film thickness
variation. The lesser resistivity was found for gel with a ratio of
component 4:1:1 and equal to 15–30 [kOhm/sq] for dry sample. Taking
into account the dry film thickness ~40 mkm the measured sheet con-
ductivity about 0.01 [S/cm] of the dry gel is two orders less than clean
PEDOT:PSS one ~1 [S/cm].

The resistance of the swelled hydrogel was higher in comparison with
the same samples in dry state (Table 2). Absence of data for PEDOT:PSS-
CRG-PVA 1:1:1 is explained its low stability in neat water (see Fig. 4). As
in the case of dry gel, the differences in resistivity number for each
sample are most probably caused by the film thickness variation. The
lower PEDOT:PSS ration leads to higher resistance, but in the case of
swelled hydrogels influence of porosity can take place [43, 44]. Growth
of porosity during hydrogel swelling may cause the change of electric
current percolation net which leads to resistance enlargement [44]. This
phenomenon in those hydrogels requires further investigation in future
research. The measured sheet conductivity of PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA with
reagent ratios 4:1:1 was about 0.005 [S/cm] in physiological solution
and 0.002 [S/cm] in neat solution.

The interesting phenomenon was observed during hydrogel swelling.
Current-Voltage characteristic (CVC) of hydrogel with a 4:1:1 ratio of
PEDOT:PSS-CRG-PVA during swelling is presented in Fig. 8. It is shown
that hydrogel change its properties during swelling and restore it during
drying. The film conductivity of the gel immersed in distilled water is
comparable with the dry gel value. The hysteresis of CVC is observed (see
Fig. 8). The CVC does not cross the axis zero point confirming the EMF
sources existence in the hydrogel system under study. It should be noted
that the voltage in the experiment does not exceed 0.9 V to prevent water
electrolysis. The question concerning the origin of the EMF sources and
their localization is needed the additional investigation.

4. Conclusions

Our work shows the possibility of obtaining of biopolymer-based
material with conductivity without potentially hazardous linking
agents. The method is environmentally friendly and based on the
7

formation of polymer matrix upon of mixing CRG, PVA and PEDOT PSS
and formation of porous physical gel in this matrix due to freezing/
thawing cycles. It is necessary to mention that all components are well-
known as biocompatible materials [5, 12, 15, 37, 42]. This means that
received hydrogels is expected also can be biocompatible, further
research in this field will be provided.

The film conductivity of the gel immersed in distilled water is com-
parable with the dry gel value and close to 0.01 [S/cm] in dry state and
close to 0.005 [S/cm] as a hydrogel. Further research of those materials
will be focused on the understanding of effects with EMF sources,
porosity influence, on increasing of material conductivity closer to
PEDOT PSS one and providing biocompatibility tests.
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